
Invited to reflect on the printed art, the online 
art space Galerie Galerie (www.galeriegale-
rieweb.com) presents Marge normale I & II, 
a Web project that fits into an interpretation 
of reproduction in the era of the Internet.

By its two parts, the online installation 
considers the medium in terms of the multi-
plication of works and their implicit circula-
tion, in the manner of copy-paste and mass 
dissemination of files. On the one hand, by 
inviting the public to freely download PNG 
and JPEG images, and on the other hand, 
by selling digital works of art in limited edi-
tions. This way, the project takes root in one 
or more deconstructed definitions of the 
practice, that is to say anchored in digital 
methods. The «margin», which delimits the 
impression and the print in their form just 
as it also defines what is and what is other, 
is considered here as «normal», in this desire 
to reflect both the gesture and the idea. The 
original file is processed according to the 
precepts imposed by the Web, both in its 
freest form and in its most legislated context.
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Galerie Galerie (www.galeriegalerieweb.com) is an online art plat-
form dedicated to the production, dissemination and democratiza-
tion of digital and web art in a context that is both adapted and in 
continuity with it . Since 2016, Galerie Galerie offers emerging and 

professional artists an alternative place to create entirely Web.

Galerie Galerie would like to thank the Montreal Printed Art Festival for its invitation and 
support, as well as Alexis and Julie for their trust in the realization of this project.
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- Alexis Quesnel-Denette | Julie Tremble - 



- JULIE TREMBLE -

Julie Tremble holds a master’s de-
gree in Film Studies from Université 
de Montréal (2005) and a bachelor’s 
degree in Cinema and Philosophy 
(2000). Her work is presented in ar-
tist-run centres, galleries and festi-
vals in Canada, Europe and Indonesia. 
She is the recipient of a grant from the 
Quebec Council of Arts and Letters 
(CALQ) and a prize for the best work 
of art and experimentation given by 
the Council as part of the 31st Ren-
dez-vous du cinéma québécois. Since 
2015, she is director of Vidéographe.

- ALEXIS QUESNEL-DESNETTE -

Graduated in psychology from Uni-
versité de Sherbrooke, Alexis Ques-
nel-Denette is currently completing a 
bachelor’s degree in Graphic Design 
at Université du Québec à Montréal 
School of Design. His approach, halfway 
between design and the visual arts, fo-
cused on intuitive experimentation and 
the constant search for new creative 
processes. The artist combines the in-
fluences of fine arts and crafts with new 
aesthetics rooted in post-internet and 
digital practices. Through his work, the 
artist illustrates how the evolving condi-
tions of contemporary existence are 
forged by new technological advances.
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- I. STUDIES - 

1, PNG, 2,9 Mo
2, PNG, 2,5 Mo
3, PNG, 2,9 Mo
4, PNG, 4,6 Mo
5, PNG, 2,8 Mo
6, PNG, 2,6 Mo
7, PNG, 5,3 Mo
8, PNG, 3,7 Mo
9, PNG, 1,4 Mo

10, PNG, 553 Ko

- II. EDITIONS - 

Alexis Quesnel-Denette
synthetic01

2019
Image PDF

4200 x 8775, 69,6 Mo

8 editions

100 $

- I. STUDIES - 

1221_amor_apocalypse_final, PNG, 1,6 Mo
comptoir_faux_marbre, JPEG, 129 Kpo

eclair, PNG, 285 Ko
ejac_proche0240, PNG, 2,7 Mo

fontaine_jus, PNG, 3,6 Mo
graphite_rose_fragment_NRM, PNG 250 Ko

piryte_folle, PNG, 4,5 Mo
thoa_dominatrice, PNG, 1,9 Mo

vapeur_montagne_0444, PNG, 7,6 Mo
vilaine_thoa, PNG, 1,9 Mo

 

- II. EDITIONS -

Julie Tremble
vagin_or

2018
Still frame PNG

1346 × 1741, 4,7 Mo

5 editions

120$

[9, PNG, 1084 × 1741, 1,4 Mo] [thoa_dominatrice, PNG,
1080 x 1080 1,9 Mo]


